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Introduction 

 

Aerosol therapy is often the preferred route of administration for medications to treat airway disease (1). Cystic fibrosis 

(CF) has as its hallmarks, chronic airway infection, inflammation, and sputum retention. This is thought to be due to 

abnormal ion transport cause by defective the CF transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR/ABCC7) and epithelial 

sodium channel that are responsible for chloride, bicarbonate, and sodium transport across the apical (air) side of the 

airway epithelium. This leads to isoosmolar volume loss of the periciliary fluid with poor secretion clearance and inability 

to effectively clear bacterial infection with chronic infection, biofilm formation, and hyper inflammation as a result (2).  

 

Since first described in the 1940’s, many aerosol therapies have been tried for CF. Some, such as high humidity through 

mist tents, have been stunning failures due to therapeutic ineffectiveness coupled with an increased risk of bacterial 

colonization of the mist tent; other aerosol therapies have been dramatically successful and transformed the prognosis of 

CF lung disease. I review here, commonly used aerosol therapies for CF therapy, delivery systems that are used, the 

order of aerosol delivery and the future of aerosol therapy in CF. 

 

Therapies administered – The present 

Asthma medications 

 

Asthma medications include beta agonist and anticholinergic bronchodilators, and inhaled corticosteroids (ICS). Although 

current recommendations include the use of beta agonist bronchodilators such as salbutamol for the treatment of CF, 

there are few similarities between CF and asthma, and there are few data that support the notion that these drugs have 

significant therapeutic benefit in CF; except for using beta agonists to prevent bronchospasm with the inhalation of 

hyperosmolar saline or mannitol (3). Although beta agonist bronchodilators are inexpensive and generally safe, there is a 

burden of therapy with administration of aerosol medications and thus unnecessary medications should be avoided.  

 

CF is a chronic airway disease with a neutrophil dominated inflammation. ICS are effective in treating eosinophilic 

inflammation, but ICS can prolong neutrophil survival leading to neutrophil necrosis rather than apoptosis. There are no 

data that show that ICS are effective in the treatment of CF with a possible exception of high dose ICS as adjunctive 

therapy for allergic bronchopulmonary Aspergillosis. A study from England looking at the withdrawal of ICS in adults with 

moderate to severe CF showed no decline in lung function following ICS withdrawal (4). Like the beta agonist 

bronchodilators, ICS should not be routinely used for treating CF. 
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Anticholinergic medications inhibit muscarinic driven secretion. The long acting muscarinic antagonist (LAMA) such at 

tiotropium, are a cornerstone of therapy for COPD. There is evidence suggesting that the addition of a LAMA in patients 

with severe asthma and poor response from an ICS may improve asthma control. LAMA will reduce the volume of airway 

secretions but do not thicken secretions or increase the viscosity of mucus (5). Although it is possible that the long term 

use of an inhaled LAMA may be beneficial in some persons with CF, this has not been well studied.  

 

Antibiotics 

Inhaled antibiotics have been use clinically for nearly 70 years (6). CF is the first disease where inhaled antibiotics has 

been extensively used. In general, antibiotics chosen for inhalation are concentration dependent killers (e.g. 

aminoglycosides or quinolones). Tobramycin solution for inhalation (TSI) was the first antibiotic specifically formulated as 

an aerosol for treating chronic airway infection in CF. There is excellent drug deposition in the proximal airway effectively 

killing susceptible bacteria in the large airways. However in CF, the small airways are packed with purulent secretions 

leading to a concentration gradient of antibiotic with very little drug penetration to distal airways, inducing antimicrobial 

resistance (7). This is usually reversible on withdrawal of the antibiotic which is why TSI is prescribed in 28 day on-off 

cycles. Tobramycin is now available as a dry powder inhaler (DPI), aztreonam lysine has been approved as an aerosol 

therapy for CF using a vibrating mesh nebulizer (VMN). Other medications are in Phase 3 testing, including aerosol 

ciprofloxacin and levofloxacin, quinolones that have activity against the major gram negative pathogens in CF.  

 

Mucoactive medications 

CF sputum is tenacious, largely due to the presence of polymeric DNA and actin (8). Dornase alfa (Pulmozyme, 

Genentech) was introduced as a therapy for CF nearly 25 years ago as the first mucolytic approved for the treatment of 

airway diseases. Although the CF airway also secretes mucins, these are broken down by both endogenous proteases 

and bacterial proteases (9); thus aerosol thiol mucolytics, such as N-acetyl cysteine (NAC) are thought to be ineffective 

for treating CF (10).  

There is impaired ion and water secretion in the CF airway, so both hypertonic saline and DPI mannitol (Bronchital, 

Pharmaxis) have been used as “airway surface hydrators” (11). Although sodium channel agonists should improve 

through water content of the airway secretions in CF, these have not been shown to be effective and paradoxically may 

worsen CF lung disease (12).  

 

Anti-inflammatory medications  

Although ICS are ineffective in the treatment of most patients with CF, studies suggest that inhibiting neutrophil or 

protease driven inflammation may be beneficial. The only therapy effective in reducing neutrophil dominated inflammation 

is CF that is now in use is oral azithromycin (13) although aerosol therapies with potent activity against neutrophil-

dominated inflammation are currently under development (14). 

 

Future therapies – The promise 

Gene therapy 

Since the discovery of the abnormal CTFR in 1989, here have been many attempts at aerosol gene therapy with limited 

success; but serious risks when using virus vectors that induce an immune and inflammatory response. The first 

successful CF aerosol gene therapy trial using a non-virus vector was reported in September 2015 (15). Lung delivery of 

plasmid DNA encoding the CFTR complexed with a cationic liposome was administered to 78 adolescents and adults 

with CF with a small but significant improvement in FEV1 at 12 months' follow-up compared with the 62 subjects in the 

placebo group (3·7%, 95% CI 0·1-7·3; p=0·046). It is especially encouraging that these modest benefits persisted for a 

full year, as repeated administration of CFTR cDNA would be impractical. 
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CFTR directed therapy 

Oral CFTR protein potentiators (ivacaftor), correctors (lumacaftor), and frame read-through correctors of Class 1 CFTR 

mutations (ataluren) are incredibly interesting and exciting novel oral therapies to correct or potentiate the effect of 

specific CFTR abnormalities (16). Aerosol medications that improve CTFR activity have been proposed but are not yet in 

late clinical testing. 

 

The potential and pitfalls 

Delivery systems 

Because many of these aerosol therapies are unique and expensive to produce, they have often been initially developed 

as nebulizer solutions. The development of highly efficient nebulizers, such as the VMNs and inhalation flow controlled 

nebulizers like the Akita have benefited the clinical development of very expensive peptide and antibiotic therapies (17). 

Tobramycin inhalation powder and DPI mannitol significantly improve device portability and may decrease treatment time 

and burden of therapy (17) although there are concerns about cost effectiveness (18). The newer CF medications are 

developed as drug and device combinations and medication is being approved for administration only with the specified 

device(s). There can be problems when medications are delivered using an inappropriate device. Although the VMN is 

highly efficient, when hypertonic saline is uses, it can lead to rapid caking and clogging of the mesh which can be difficult 

to detect. Therefore it is strongly recommended that medications only be administered with a device that was studied for 

their use (19).  

 

Order of aerosol delivery 

Many CF centers have clear guidelines for administering aerosol therapy and airway clearance therapy in a specific 

order. The most common of these recommends using a beta agonist bronchodilator to “open the airways” followed by 

dornase and then hypertonic saline to liquefy secretions, followed by airway clearance, either by chest percussion or 

using a clearance device, and then ending with the inhalation of an antibiotic aerosol which hopefully will remain 

deposited in the airways until the next therapy hours later. This order of therapy makes sense, but there are no data 

supporting that the order of therapy makes a bit of difference in terms of outcomes (20). At this time, it makes no sense to 

be rigid about the order of therapy.  

 

Future of therapy 

For patients with CF who must take many different medications each day, an important goal is to decrease the burden of 

therapy. This may include transitioning some of the nebulizer solutions toward pMDI or DPI that can decrease the 

inhalation time as well as the time involved in set up and cleaning the device. There may be a role for combination 

therapy in CF as there is in asthma or COPD but this has not been well studied. Adherence to aerosol therapy decreases 

as complexity of therapy increases. An important role of the clinician is to be a patient advocate in identifying essential 

therapies and emphasizing their use while minimizing these of unproven therapies that add to the treatment burden. 

Adherence to a therapeutic regiment and good technique is the best way to ensure that prescribed therapies are 

maximally effective. 

There are a large number of novel devices and medications being evaluated for therapy (21). There are ongoing studies 

evaluating inhaled nitric oxide as an anti-microbial aerosol to treat chronic infection in CF, and there are studies that 

suggest that using a mucolytic to open up the network of the airway sputum polymers may improve drug translocation 

through sputum and gene therapy vector transport to the epithelium. New drugs and new devices open a world of new 

opportunities. 
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